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Type of insurance (Medicare, Medicaid, Private insurance
Insurance Plan/group/Policy Number.
Subscriber's identification number for Medicare,
Medicaid, or Private (not government) Insurance
Company
Patient's full name as it appears on the Medicare,
Medicaid, or Private Insurance Company card.

TO OUR VALUED CUSTOMER:
It is our sincere hope that this booklet will help you become
more familiar with home medical equipment and the
various products and supplies available to you. The
enclosed information is offered as a guide to help you
choose those products best suited for your situation -
whether you are the patient or the caregiver.
Please be aware that while we may not offer all the
products shown in this guide, we will provide you with the
resources whenever possible for those items we do not
offer.
Additionally, the product illustrations in this guide are a
representation of available products and may vary
somewhat from those we offer.
Our contact information can be found on the front and back
of this guide.
Also, it will be easier and quicker for us to assist you, if you
have the following information available prior to contacting
us:

We may require additional information based on your
individual needs and circumstances. Always write down
the name of the person who helped you. This will make it
easier should you need further assistance or more
information. If you have any questions regarding Medicare,
you or your caregiver should visit the Medicare web site
located at www.medicare.gov.
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Walkers &                    
Accessories



Walkers

Walker Basket

Walker Pouch

Wheel Attachment

Lightweight with a rigid
frame
Can fold for easy storage or
to fit in narrow openings
Various styles and sizes
available including heavy
duty and bariatric sizes 

Used to transport items
while using a walker
Sturdy design 
easily attaches to the front
of the walker

Front wheel foot pieces
allow for easier
maneuvering over difficult
surfaces and help provide a
more natural walking stride
Wheel attachments are to
be used on the front legs of
the walker only

Carry small items when
using a walker
Easy to attaches to the
front of the walker



Wheelchairs, Transport
Chairs & Accessories



Weighs only 19lbs
Aluminum frame is
lightweight and strong
Composite 8" wheels are
lightweight and
maintenance free
Both 17" and 19" come with
swing away footrests
Comes with a seat belt for
added safety
Padded armrests provide
additional comfort
Nylon upholstery is
comfortable, lightweight
and easy to clean
Back folds down for
storage and transport

Standard chair - fold for
travel, sturdy frame,
adjustable arms
Heavy duty bariatric chairs
available in multiple widths

Transport Chair

 Manual Wheelchairs



Solid surface for
working, eating, or
carrying items
Many styles available
Attaches easily to
wheelchair armrests

Many types and styles
available
Aids in the prevention
of ulcers, distributes
pressure evenly

Many styles and colors
available to carry your
personal belongings
Fits on the back of
standard and bariatric
wheelchairs

Wheelchair Tray

Wheelchair
Cushions

Back Packs & Seat Pouches



Stay mobile and
independent during recovery
Easily steerable, while tight
turning radius allows for
optimum maneuverability in
narrow spaces such as
hallways and doorways
Dual rear- on braking system
provides immediate
stopping ability and control
while navigating
Push - button parking brake
incorporated into handbrake
for when you need to rest
safely
Padded leg support provides
comfort, stability and is
easily compatible with left or
right leg
Quickly and easily adjust the
height of the kneepad or
handlebar to cater to your
individual needs, no tools
required
Foldable design allows for
convenient storage and
portability
Strong, durable frame
supports users up to 350lbs
8" wheels are ideal for
indoor/outdoor use

Knee Walker



Combines the features of a rollator and a transport
chair all in one unit. An individual can ambulate
independently or be pushed safely by a caregiver
To use as a transport chair the Duet has locking flip-
up armrests and a flip-up footrest to aid the user. A
safety lock release is used to store the arms and a
hook and loop fastener strap is used to store the
footrest while using the Duet for ambulation
The tool free two position contoured padded
backrest is reversible depending on whether you are
using the Duet as a rollator or in a transport chair
mode
Comes with a padded seat with a carry pouch for
added privacy and security of personal items. Inside
the pouch is a handle to aid with the folding of the
chair
The folding frame has a lock out feature to ensure
the unit stays open while in use and ensures the unit
will stay folded during transport
8" casters are ideal for indoor/outdoor use
Handles are adjustable in height, with a self-
threading knob

Duet Rollator



Beds &
                      Accessories



Semi-electric bed is a
Medicare Covered item
Fully electric bed
available for a small
monthly fee for more
comfort

Rolled into position
over the bed to provide
a flat surface for eating,
reading and writing
Can be used with most
recliners and lift chairs

 

Added protection
Designed to fit your
own bed and
available in half a
full-length size

Over Bed Table

Home Bed Rails

Hospital Bed with Side
Rails



Makes getting in or out
of bed easier
Adjustable legs
Easy to use, just slip the
bar in between the
mattress and box
spring

Makes moving to and
from the bed much
easier
Easy to use and
attaches right to the
hospital bed

Trapeze Bar 

Bed Assist Rail



Increase circulation
and reduce pressure
for a more comfortable
night's sleep
Wide range of surfaces
(foam eggcrate, air cell
designs)

Variety of sizes add
comfort and support
Use with a hospital
bed or your own

Fitted Sheet Sets

Keeps sheets in place 
Available in a variety of
colors
Specifically designed
to fit hospital beds

Foam Bed Wedge

Pressure Relief Overlay
Mattress



Patient Lifts & Seat
Lift Chairs



Helps you to stand more
safely with less pain
Stylish recliner type chair
with hand control
Durable steel frame
Wide range of sizes, styles,
and covers

Aids in moving to and from
the bed
Cradle lift to lift position
and move to bed to chair
Can be used with u-sling or
Classic- style sling

Hydraulic Patient Lift

Seat Lift Chair



Bathroom Supplies



Move from yourMove from your
wheelchair into your tubwheelchair into your tub
more safely and easilymore safely and easily
Aids in stepping safelyAids in stepping safely
over the side of the tubover the side of the tub
Comfortable, secure bathComfortable, secure bath
seatseat
Heavy duty modelHeavy duty model
availableavailable

Sit and enjoy the showerSit and enjoy the shower
safelysafely
Padded seat is availablePadded seat is available
for your comfortfor your comfort
Adjustable aluminumAdjustable aluminum
frameframe
Heavy duty modelHeavy duty model
availableavailable

Shower Chairs

Transfer Tub Bench

Wheeled Shower Chair

Lightweight frame with
toilet type seat for those
who need assistance
Best used for a roll- in
shower
Will fit over standard size
toilets



Raises your current
seat height by 2-5"
Easy to install - no
tools needed
Molded and padded
styles are available
attaching arms are
available

Sturdy frame and bucket
design
Can also be used for
greater safety and
stability around your
toilet
Standard and Bariatric
sizes are available

Raised Toilet Seat

Bedside Commode



Grab Bars

Wall mount or tub mount
styles
Provides a more stable
grip while entering or
exiting the tub/shower
Available in a variety of
sizes, shapes, and colors

Long Scrub Sponge

Designed to help with
those hard-to-reach
places
Two-sided sponge with
long handle to use
without raising hand
above shoulder

Hand Held Shower

Makes bathing easier and
more comfortable while
seated
Can be mounted on a wall
No special plumbing
needed



Canes,         
Crutches &

Accessories



Assorted Canes

Crutches

Variety of styles
available in metal or
wood with many types
of handgrips
Adjustable to fit height

All styles are
adjustable, lightweight
aluminum
Forearm and axillary
style crutches
Replacement pads
and tips are available

Cane Tips

Replacement cane tips
in a variety of sizes



Respiratory



Portable
concentrators allow
for greater mobility
and independence
FAA compliant for
those who love to
travel
Portable, Transfill and
Standard
Concentrators
available

Aerosol delivery of
medication to
lungs
Lightweight with
reusable filter

Oxygen Systems

Nebulizer with Compressor



Sleep Apnea Systems

Suction Machines
Smaller footprint
Lighter weight
Quieter
Longer lasting battery
(7325p-D and 7325p-D-EXF)
27 LPM (free flow) typical***   

Standard CPAP, AutoCPAP,
and Bi-level CPAP available
Treat patient's sleep apnea,
excessive drowsiness

CPAP Accessories
A Variety of masks,
humidifiers, tubing
warmers and pillows
available for your comfort
Quiet, less invasive, flexible
designs



Orthotics
An orthotic, while commonly associated with
products for the feet, is any support, brace, or

splint used to support or correct moveable
body parts. Orthotics are available in a wide

range of sizes, styles and functions. Commonly
ordered orthotics include the following : 



Back Support Braces

Lumbar back braces
Back support belts
Abdominal binders

Ankle & Foot Braces

Ankle Lace-up
sports brace
Arch supports
Night splint (Plantar
Fasciitis)
Compression Braces

Knee Braces

Hinged knee braces
Patella straps
Knee sleeves

Hand & Wrist Braces

Carpal tunnel
Wrist supports



Diabetic Supplies



Designed speccifically
for comfort
Fitted to your foot with
many styles available

Diabetic Socks

Compression Stockings

Diabetic Shoes

Glucose Monitoring

Helps increase blood
circulation
Many styles and colors
available

Helps prevent minor
leg, ankle and foot
swelling
Provides comfort and
style

Easy to read in English or
Spanish
Supplies available to test
blood (lancets, strips,
swabs and syringes)





Enteral Feeding Products

Enteral Feeding Pump

Enteral Feeding
Syringes

Feeding Tubes

For those unable
to consume food
orally
Bags and
additional
supplies available

Enternal feeding
products must be
ordered by a
physician
Can be shipped
directly to your
home for your
privacy
Many brands and
flavors available

Different sizes and
types available

Different sizes and
types available



We offer several styles
of mastectomy bras,
swimwear, and post-

surgery wear. Our
trained and certified

mastectomy fitters are
integral to the physical

and emotional well-
being of patients,

providing instruction
and training on how to

properly use and
maintain post-

mastectomy devices.

Mastectomy 
Products



Aids For Daily Living



Dishes & Utensils

Medication Aides

Reacher

Wide range of dishes,
cups, and utensils to
provide greater
independence for those
with limited movement

Assist in splitting or
crushing certain
medications

Lightweight, trigger
operated reaching aid to
help pick up out of reach
items
Designed for your safety



Sock, Shoehorn/Dressing Aids

Designed to aid in
putting on shoes and
socks
Easy to use dressing aids
for patients with limited
movement

Hip/Knee Equipment Kit

Contains four
household, dressing
and bathing items to
help you recover from
hip or knee surgery

Non-Slip Socks have
tread that grips the floor
as you walk helping to
prevent slips and falls.
We offer fall prevention
slipper socks in single
tread with grip only on
the bottom of the sock
or double tread with
grips on both the top
and the bottom of the
sock.

Non-Slip Slipper Socks



Incontinence
 Supplies



We have the solution to all
your incontinence problems.

We carry a variety of products including briefs, pullups,
bladder pads, under pads, gloves, wipes, and barrier creams.

Free delivery directly to your home to ensure privacy.

Bladder Control Pads Adult Wipes



Different sizes and colors
to protect your bedding
from incontinence issues
Allows for easier
positioning of the patient

            

Washable and Disposable
 Protective Bed Pads

We carry catheters in a
variety of different
brands, styles, and sizes,
as well as the products
that are used to insert or
remove a catheter and
maintain catheter
function. Free delivery
directly to your home to
ensure privacy.

Catheters

Adult Briefs

Adult briefs with cloth-like
inner and outer material
provide leak protection for
incontinence 
Designed with gentle
outer leg gathers and soft,
wide, and flexible hook
and loop tabs



OUR SERVICES

Certified Medical Fitters
Oxygen Therapy

CPAP Therapy
Nebulizer Therapy

Enteral Feeding Supplies
Incontinence Supplies

Aids to Daily Living

Diabetic Shoes
Urological Supplies

Post- Mastectomy Products
Orthopedic Supports

Specialty Packaging & Dispill
Customizable MD Orders & MAR'S

Full-Service Retail Pharmacy
Dedicated Long Term Care Staff

Durable Medical Equipment

Suction Machines

Compression Stockings

Medication Blister Packaging

Therap & eMars Integrated
Set Up and Instruction 

FREE DELIVERY

1197 Main Street Willimantic, CT. 06226
PH: (860) 423-1661   FAX: (860) 423-1200

www.MedicalPharmacyCT.com

1213 Main Street Willimantic, CT. 06226
PH: (860) 423-1661   FAX: (860) 423-0301

MED PHARM
LONG TERM CARE


